Book List for 5th year of the 6-year MD program in English

Clinical Pharmacology

   Editors: Elsevier Health Sciences, 4th edition, 2005 9780323032865

Otolaryngology

2. “Basic Otorhinolaryngology “ Rudolf Probst, Gerhard Grevers, Heinrich Iro
   Editors: Georg Thieme Verlag edition 2005 9783131324412

   Optional (for interested students):

   9783136712023

   Text with Continually Updated Online Reference By Cummings, Haughey, Thomas, Harker, Robbins, Schuller, Flint & Richardson
   9780323030069

Pediatrics


   Optional (for interested students)


   “Pediatrics for Medical Students”, Second Edition Daniel Bernstein, Steven P. Shelov, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins 2003 9780781729413

Clinical genetics

   9781416030805

Infectious Diseases

Surgery


Optional
HG Burkitt, CRG Quick – Essential Surgery – Problems, Diagnosis and Management Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh, 2002 9780721681863

Gynecology and Obstetrics

8. “Gynecology by Ten Teachers” 18th edition Monga

Optional
“Blueprints Obstetrics and Gynecology “4th edition 9781405104890

Internal Medicine

   2 vol. set: 0071391401, single volume: 9780071476911

Radiology

10. „BLUEPRINTS IN RADIOLOGY 2ed, Uzelac, 2005, 9781405104609

Pediatric Surgery


Optional
Grosfeld JL, O’Neill JA, Fonkalsrud EW, Coran AG (eds): “Pediatric Surgery” Vol. 1, 2 9780323028424